The Highest Quality Spring Balancers Available

Packers KROMERTM Static Load Balancers are used in the ergonomic placement of production tools. Special emphasis was given to attributes providing decisive ergonomic advantages, functional reliability and safety during operation. Zero Gravity is achieved when the balancer is adjusted for the weight of the tool or fixture throughout the cable travel or hose travel. After the balancer has been adjusted to compensate for the weight of the tool, the tool may be used or positioned and will remain in the same position at any point along the cable travel, without increasing or decreasing forces.

Introducing the KROMERTM Team

We take pride in our team environment and possess an unparalleled commitment to both inventory and the technical aspects of each of our balancers. We strive to fill your balancer requirements with “same day” information and delivery, routinely provides onsite presentations, installation and maintenance training. An assembly video tape is also available for customer reference.